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At TRG we work in a global environment where every diverse personality and culture is

included. We look for talented people worldwide who have passion for what they do and work

together, shoulder to shoulder, to empower our customers in their fight against crime and

terror. Though technology is important, people always come first! Our Core Values are our

DNA, so if your DNA matches ours you are at the right place! Let's do it! We follow a can-do

approach, taking responsibility for milestones. Passion is our fuel! We Learn. We Grow. We

Innovate. We make an impact! We bring innovation and always ask why. We work together!

One for all, and all for one.  Your team We are a small yet ambitious design team within the

Product division. Our mission is to create designs that enhance the lives of our users. Join

our dynamic, collaborative team, where passionate individuals are dedicated to pushing

the boundaries of design and innovation. About you: As a Product Designer , you will play a

crucial role in shaping the user experience and visual identity of our products. You will

collaborate with cross-functional teams to translate user needs and business goals into

innovative and visually appealing design solutions.    What You’ll Do: Design end-to-end

flows (low and high fidelity) and experiences that are simple and elegant for our supported

platforms (web and mobile) Create wireframes and interactive prototypes to iterate new

concepts for the product Taking the initiative in finding solutions to UI/UX problems and

having a good sense of ownership Understand and balance business, user and technical

requirements  in collaboration with product managers and stakeholders  Maintain and

evolve the design system with the design team and keep consistency across platforms. Build

simple and complex components to ensure product consistency and scalability Create and
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handover detailed design documentation Contribute to research efforts  (user feedback,

data, usability sessions and competitors analysis )   What Skills and Experience You’ll

Bring: Previous work experience as a UI/UX Designer, Product Designer or similar role 

Understanding of user-centered design principles and usability. Visual Design skills with

proficiency in typography, desktop/mobile UI, color, layout, iconography and aesthetic

sense and how these elements impact product function Strong experience in design tools

(Figma, AdobeXD, Axure, Sketch) and staying up-to-date with the latest updates. 

Experience in creating and maintaining a product’s design system Ability to understand

technical implications of design decisions  Have strong communication skills and the ability

to articulate designs to peers  An open, flexible and adaptable mindset that can adjust to a

fast-changing environment Fluent in the English language Working with map-centric and/or

BI projects is a plus Knowledge of HTML/CSS or JS is nice to have Your perks: Working from

home Hit your goals from the comfort of your home because we value the performance,

not the place. Flexible hours because we promote work-life balance. Yearly performance

bonus to reward good performance and hard work. Paid medical insurance because we

like to take care of you. Daily lunch allowance so you can save lots of money, time, and effort by

enjoying your free lunch at the office or home every day. Sport/Gym(Exercise) allowance

to focus more on yourself, your well-being, and your health.   Udemy unlimited subscription to

promote your learning and development and grow your career. Onboarding plan and training so

that you have a smooth induction and feel confident and ready to take over your new role.

Equipment support so you have all the tools to do effectively and efficiently your work. No

dress code because we want you to be as comfortable as possible. Gifts and rewards for

celebrating birthdays, anniversaries, and personal milestones. Happy hours, coffee time,

online team building, company events, and much more to promote team bonding and of

course to have fun! Fresh fruit, snacks, coffee, and tea at the office because work makes us

hungry! About us TRG Research and Development deals with Data Fusion and AI products for

civilian protection .  Our mission is to empower our customers to fight crime and terror

through state-of-the-art technologies that provide accurate and precise intelligence. Our

product , Intellectus is the only cloud-based all-in-one fusion platform with integrated

web intelligence, discovery capabilities, advertisement intelligence, virtual ID management, and

third-party database integration that can be deployed in less than 24 hours . Want to learn

more? Visit our website at www.trgint.com and our LinkedIn page. TRG Research and

Development Ltd processes and/or controls all data in accordance with the EU General



Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 2016/679. For more information visit our Privacy

Policy.   Powered by JazzHR
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